In this work, we propose a method for automatic analysis of attitude (affect, judgment, and appreciation) in sentiment words. The first stage of the proposed method is an automatic separation of unambiguous affective and judgmental adjectives from those that express appreciation or different attitudes depending on context. In our experiments with machine learning algorithms we employed three feature sets based on Pointwise Mutual Information, word-pattern co-occurrence, and minimal path length. The next stage of the proposed method is to estimate the potentials of miscellaneous adjectives to convey affect, judgment, and appreciation. Based on the sentences automatically collected for each adjective, the algorithm analyses the context of phrases that contain sentiment words by considering morphological tags, high-level concepts, and named entities, and then makes decisions about contextual attitude labels. Finally, the appraisal potentials of a word are calculated based on the number of sentences related to each type of attitude. Our two-stage method was evaluated on two data sets, and promising results were obtained. The performance of our method was also compared with the method from previous work.
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Index Terms-Linguistic processing, mining methods and algorithms, text analysis, thesauruses Ç 1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND R APID growth of online media and sources of different genres (news, blogs, product or service reviews, social networks, etc.) has prompted the emergence and development of a sentiment analysis field aimed at automatic analysis of people's preferences, opinions, emotions, and attitudes communicated through written language [1] , [2] , [3] . Social science researchers, politicians, corporate analysts, service or product developers and consumers may greatly benefit from applications that utilize sentiment analysis tools. For example, monitoring the public opinions on some events or analyzing consumer feedback on products, in terms of attitudes, especially expectations, satisfactions, and complaints, can help politicians and product developers make decisions concerning necessary adjustments in policies or products, respectively. With comprehensive computational tool for sentiment analysis, huge amount of data can be processed efficiently, in contrast to costly manual work of human experts.
Positive and negative adjectives that are used as epithets and attributes play an important role in sentiment analysis since they convey attitude as 'quality'. Appraisal theory proposed by Martin and White [4] define three high-level attitude types differentiated by the specifics of appraisal being expressed: affect-personal emotional state or reaction; judgement-an ethical appraisal of person's character, behavior, skills, etc.; and appreciation-an aesthetic evaluation of semiotic and natural phenomena, events, objects, etc.
In our work we tackle the problem of automatic attitude lexicon generation. Particularly, we propose a method for the automatic assignment of attitude labels to sentiment adjectives. We admit that the choice of the labels (attitude categories versus sentimental categories) strongly depends on the depth of analysis, domain of application, and tasks. The motivation behind finegrained attitude analysis is that top sentiment labels (positive and negative) are not enough for some attitude mining applications (for example, trying to answer questions like "what emotions are associated with . . .", "what judgmental expressions characterize reputation of . . .", and other). The proposed method will support analytical applications relying on recognition of fine-grained context-dependent attitudes conveyed in text.
We distinguish sentiment-related adjectives expressing unambiguous attitude types (e.g., happy conveys affect, fainthearted-judgment, and tasty-appreciation) and ambiguous attitude types that depend on context (e.g., useless expresses affect in the context of my useless attempts, judgment in case of his useless skills, and appreciation in the phrase useless information).
We propose to solve the task of classification of sentiment adjectives using attitude labels in two stages: (1) adjective classification without using context; (2) context-based classification based on contextual disambiguation rules for estimation of appraisal potential (evaluative potentials of adjectives to convey affect, judgment, and appreciation).
In the first stage of the proposed method, unambiguous affective and judgmental adjectives are automatically separated from miscellaneous adjectives that express unambiguous appreciation or different attitudes depending on context. The classification is based on a machine learning algorithm employing three feature sets based on pointwise mutual information (PMI), word-pattern co-occurrence, and minimal path length (MPL). An early attempt to determine the potentials of an adjective to express affect, judgment or appreciation in evaluative discourse was made by Taboada and Grieve [5] , who calculated the PMI with the pronouncopular pairs 'I was (affect)', 'He was (judgement)', and 'It was (appreciation)'. However, affect-conveying adjectives (e.g., 'depressed') may equally well occur not only with first person pronouns, but also with third person pronouns, thus describing emotional states experienced by oneself or by another person. Our PMI features are inspired by the approach in [5] . However, as distinct from their method, we calculate the strength of the association between attitude-conveying adjectives and patterns, in which they most probably occur (the example patterns for affect and judgment are 'feel XX' and 'XX personality', respectively).
The second stage of the proposed method is to estimate the potentials of miscellaneous adjectives to convey affect, judgment, and appreciation. Based on the sentences automatically collected for each adjective, the algorithm analyses the context of phrases that contain sentiment word and makes decision about contextual attitude labels. Finally, the appraisal potentials of a word are calculated based on the number of sentences related to each type of attitude.
The evaluation of the proposed methods showed that (1) in the first stage, the accuracy of the Support Vector classifier reached about 62 percent; (2) in the second stage, our rule-based algorithm for defining contextual attitude performed with 75.3 percent accuracy, and evaluation of potentials of adjectives to convey affect, judgment, and appreciation revealed strong positive relationship between the algorithm scores and the gold standard scores.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. A brief introduction to the appraisal theory is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the method for separating unambiguous affective and judgmental adjectives from miscellaneous adjectives (first stage), and report the evaluation results. The algorithm for estimating the appraisal potential of miscellaneous adjectives to express affect, judgment, and appreciation (second stage) is detailed in Section 5. The evaluation of attitude potentials of words is given in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to evaluation of our two-stage algorithm on an appraisal lexicon (ApLex) from related work. In Section 8, the results of our method are compared with those reported in previous work.
RELATED WORK
A variety of lexical resources have been created to support recognition and interpretation of different kinds of subjective phenomena: subjectivity [6] , sentiment polarity [7] , [8] , [9] , affect [10] , [11] , and appraisal [12] , [13] lexica.
The subjectivity lexicon developed by Wilson et al. [6] is comprised by over 8,000 subjectivity clues annotated by type (strongly subjective/weakly subjective) and prior polarity (positive/negative/both/neutral). Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [7] created a list of 1,336 adjectives manually labeled as either positive or negative. Esuli and Sebastiani [8] developed a SentiWordNet lexicon based on WordNet [14] synsets which cover synonymous terms. Three numerical scores characterizing to what degree the terms included in a synset are objective, positive, and negative were automatically determined based on the proportion of eight ternary classifiers that assigned the corresponding label to the synsets of adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs by quantitatively analysing the glosses associated with them. Neviarouskaya et al. [9] developed a SentiFul lexicon using a core sentiment lexicon and automatically expanding it through direct synonymy and antonymy relations, hyponymy relations, and manipulations with morphological structure of words (derivation and compounding). Aimed at introducing the hierarchy of affective domain labels, Strapparava and Valitutti [10] manually created WordNet-Affect, a lexicon of affective concepts. An affective lexicon (Senti-Sense [11] ) that contains concept-level emotional annotations has been developed semi-automatically by considering semantic relations between synsets in WordNet. The appraisal lexicon [13] developed by applying supervised learning to WordNet glosses contains adjectives and adverbs annotated by attitude type and force.
Different methods for extracting and annotating sentiment-related terms have been proposed. In [7] , researchers describe a supervised learning algorithm for assigning polarity to adjectives by examining the conjunction relations between them. Wiebe [15] suggests to learn subjective adjectives by clustering adjectives according to distributional similarity based on a small amount of annotated seed words and a thesaurus. Extraction pattern-bootstrapping algorithms for learning subjective nouns are detailed in [16] . Baroni and Vegnaduzzo [17] rank the subjective adjectives using web-based mutual information. Banea et al. [18] propose to build a subjectivity lexicon with a bootstrapping algorithm employing a small set of seed subjective terms and an online dictionary, plus filtering the candidates based on a similarity measure. Methods that employ WordNet structure relations are described in [19] , [20] , [21] , and [22] . Sentiment tagging based on morphological structure of words is proposed in [9] , [23] , and [24] . To assign subjectivity labels to word senses, methods relying on distributional similarity [25] and on semi-supervised minimum cut algorithm [26] have been proposed.
OVERVIEW OF THE APPRAISAL THEORY
Along with involvement and negotiation, appraisal is one of three significant discourse semantic resources that convey interpersonal meaning. In our research we adopted the appraisal theory developed by Martin and White [4] . As distinct from other relevant appraisal theories (OCC model of emotions [27] , Lazarus's cognitive-motivationalrelational theory of emotion [28] , Roseman's theory of appraisal [29] ), it is concerned with the linguistic mechanisms for sharing not only feelings, but also normative assessments and personal tastes. According to the appraisal theory [4] , attitude, engagement, and graduation are involved in the appraisal system ( Fig. 1 ).
Attitude covers three semantic dimensions, such as emotion, ethics, and aesthetics (presented in the theory as affect, judgment, and appreciation, respectively):
Affect is a personal emotional state, feeling, or reaction to behaviour, process, or phenomena. In discourse, affect can be realized as 'quality', as 'process', or as 'comment'. Emotions are classified into six types: positive affect, negative affect, behavioural surge, mental process/state, reaction to other, and undirected mood. Judgment is an ethical appraisal of person's character, behaviour, skills, etc. according to various normative principles. 'Social esteem' and 'social sanction' represent general types of judgment. Appreciation is an aesthetic evaluation of semiotic and natural phenomena, events, objects, etc. Appreciations can be divided into our 'reactions' to things, their 'composition', and their 'value'. Engagement is concerned with sourcing attitudes and the play of voices around opinions in discourse. Graduation deals with grading evaluative phenomena using two axes of scalability: (1) grading according to intensity or amount, and (2) grading according to prototypicality and the preciseness of boundaries between categories.
In this work we focus on three types of attitude expressed by adjectives. The theory establishes grammatical frames for distinguishing types of attitude according to adjectival grammatical realization, as it is considered canonical for attitude. The source and target of evaluation are also used as criteria.
Affect-related frame is a relational attributive process with a conscious participant involving the verb feel:
{person feels affect about something}; {it makes person feel affect that [proposition]}. Judgement-related frame is a relational attributive process ascribing an attitude to someone's behaviour:
{it was judgement for person/of person to do that}; {(for person) to do that was judgement}. Appreciation-related frame is a mental process ascribing an attitude to a thing: {person consider something appreciation}; {person see something as appreciation}. It is important to emphasize that the same adjective can be used either to judge or appreciate (for example, he proved a splendid player versus it was a splendid game). The theory allows for double coding of the borderline categories using inscribed and invoked attitude labels (for example, inscribed judgment and invoked appreciation in case of a player versus inscribed appreciation and invoked judgment in case of a game). At the same time, there exist a few attitudinal adjectives (the hybrids) that construe both affect and judgment at the same time. These words convey an emotional reaction to behaviour we approve or disapprove of (for example, guilty, proud, envious, resentful, etc. inscribe affect and invoke judgment). In our work we are interested in the recognition of inscribed attitude.
METHOD FOR SEPARATING UNAMBIGUOUS AFFECTIVE AND JUDGMENTAL ADJECTIVES FROM MISCELLANEOUS ADJECTIVES

Data Set
For the evaluation of the proposed methodology, we have extracted 1,500 attitude-annotated adjectives from the AttitudeFul database [30] . These adjectives are annotated by at least one of 13 labels: nine for affect (AFF), two for positive and negative judgment (JUD), and two for positive and negative appreciation (APP). As we are interested in separating unambiguous affective (e.g., joyful) and judgmental (e.g., egoistic) adjectives from miscellaneous (MISC, e.g., good) adjectives that express appreciation or different attitudes depending on context (for example, good feeling expresses positive affect, good parent is positive judgment, and good book is positive appreciation), we have Table 1 .
Feature Sets
In our experiments we employed the following feature sets that are further described in details: 
Pointwise Mutual Information Based Feature Set
The pointwise mutual information had been used by researchers to calculate the strength of the semantic association between words [31] , to determine the semantic orientation (positive or negative) of words [32] , and to measure the strength of the association between attitude-conveying adjectives and pronoun-copular pairs, such as 'I was', 'he was', and 'it was' [5] . In defining PMI features we partially follow the approach described in [5] . However, as distinct from their method, we calculate the strength of the association between attitude-conveying adjectives and patterns, in which they most probably occur. The pointwise mutual information is calculated based on the following equation:
where word stands for one of the adjectives; pattern-one of the patterns for affect or judgment; and hits-number of hits in the search engine. Based on the definitions from the appraisal theory [4] , we defined the patterns as indicators of affect and judgment (10 and 20 patterns, respectively). They are given in Table 2 .
The schematic representation of the algorithm for PMI calculation is shown in Fig. 2 . As a search engine, we selected BING (http://www.bing.com/). In our work, each BING query is submitted through the BING search API (http://www.bing.com/toolbox/bingdeveloper/) using the following structure ensuring retrieval of exact phrases in web documents written in English: http://api.search.live.net/xml.aspx?Appid=[application_ id]&sources=web&query=inbody:["word_or_phrase" ]language:en.
The total number of the returned query results (that is the number of hits) is then retrieved from the downloaded XML file.
There are four groups of PMI based features employed in our experiments:
1. PMI: PMI of an adjective with each affect pattern and each judgment pattern (in total, 30 features). 2. maxPMI: maximum PMI with affect patterns and maximum PMI with judgment patterns (two features). 3. avgPMI: average PMI with affect patterns and average PMI with judgment patterns (two features). 4. percnt undefPMI: percent of "undefined" PMI with affect patterns and percent of "undefined" PMI with judgment patterns (two features). PMI with a particular pattern is "undefined" in case the search engine returns 0 for number of hits of a word in this pattern (i.e., PMI equals negative infinity).
Word-Pattern Co-Occurrence Based Feature Set
In addition to PMI based features, we considered the following four co-occurrence based features (max%rate): 
Minimal Path Length Based Feature Set
To establish the relatedness of a given adjective with affect or judgment, we decided to employ features based on estimation of proximity between two adjectives through synonymy relation in WordNet [14] . We adopted the following definitions of MPL from [19] : Two words w 0 and w n are n-related if there exists an (n þ 1)-long sequence of words <w 0 ; w 1 ; . . .; w n > such that for each i from 0 to n À 1 the two words w i and w i þ1 are in the same SYNSET.
Let MPL be a partial function such that MPLðw i ; w j Þ ¼ n if n is the smallest number such that w i and w j are n-related.
For the exploration of WordNet relations, we employed Java API for WordNet Searching (JAWS) publicly available at http://lyle.smu.edu/$tspell/jaws. Automatically analysing synonymy relations in WordNet, we estimate the shortest synonymy paths from a given adjective to each word from the representative lists of affect and judgment adjectives using Equation (2) . These representative lists were created manually and include 25 affect adjectives (e.g., angry, annoyed, outraged, afraid, repentant, happy, joyful, downhearted, sad, ashamed, surprised, 
where w i stands for one of the adjectives; w j À Àone of the adjectives from representative word lists for affect and judgment; and N-set of path lengths fn 0 ; n 1 ; . . .; n k g, where n k is the number of direct-synonymy links in a synonymous sequence k between words w i and w j .
To make the task of analysing large synonymous network in WordNet feasible, we established the maximum limit for MPL, as the relatedness between non-direct synonyms disappears quickly when the number of synonymy links grows. Therefore, if MP Lðw i ; w j Þ is outside the range from 0 to 4, it is considered to be > 4 or undefined (no synonymy path between two words).
The feature set based on MPL contains two groups of features:
1. MPL: MPL between an adjective and each representative affect or judgment adjective (in total, 45 features). 2. minMPL: minimal MPL among MPLs between an adjective and affect adjectives and minimal MPL among MPLs between an adjective and judgment adjectives (in total, two features).
Classification Algorithms
With the aim to find machine learning algorithm classifying attitude adjectives into AFF, JUD, and MISC classes with high accuracy, we conducted a series of experiments with the following algorithms from WEKA software [33] (with Weka default parameters):
1. J48 (Decision Trees). 2. Naive Bayes (Bayesian classifier). 3. Sequential minimal optimization (SMO algorithm for training a support vector classifier). As a baseline, we considered rule-based classifier ZeroR that classifies data using the most frequent label.
Evaluation Results
We performed 10-fold cross-validations on our data set in order to get reasonable estimate of the expected accuracy on unseen adjectives.
First, we evaluated the effectiveness of distinct groups of features. The results (percents of correctly classified instances, Kappa, and Precision/Recall/F-measure figures for AFF, JUD, and MISC classes) are given in Table 3 .
Paired t-tests with significance level of 0.05 showed that all ML algorithms (J48, Naive Bayes, and SMO) employing distinct groups of features outperformed the baseline method with statistically significant difference in accuracy rate, with the exceptional cases of Naive Bayes and SMO using max%rate features. As seen in the obtained results, algorithms based on decision trees (J48) and support vectors (SMO) resulted in generally higher accuracy levels than the Naive Bayes classifier. PMI and MPL features proved to be more effective than other features, when employed independently in SMO and J48 algorithms, respectively.
In our next experiment, to analyse the importance of different groups of features, we first evaluated the performance of the classification algorithms with PMI features only, and we then added other features to the algorithms cumulatively. Detailed accuracy rates at each step of this experiment are given in Table 4 for each classification algorithm.
The evaluation revealed that the support vector classifier SMO significantly outperformed other methods at each step of the experiment, with only statistically insignificant difference in case of comparison to Naive Bayes at first three steps. As was expected, the obtained results indicate that the classification algorithm benefits from consideration of all groups of features.
The analysis of results from the best-performing algorithm (SMO) shows that adding PMI based features, such as maxPMI, avgPMI, and %undefPMI, to PMI features allows for obtaining 2.53 percent gain in accuracy. Insignificant improvement is observed after inclusion of WPC based features (namely, max%rate), and this is not surprising, as these features proved to be ineffective when independently employed in SMO (i.e., there is almost no Table 3 ). Statistically significant gain in accuracy is obtained after inclusion of MPL based features (namely, MPL and minMPL). It is important to note, however, that the performance of SMO classifier does not benefit from minMPL features, in contrast to J48 and Naive Bayes classifiers.
The detailed accuracy of SMO with full set of features by class (AFF, JUD, and MISC) in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure is given in Table 5 .
The classifier achieved the highest level of precision in classifying adjectives related to AFF (0.748), while it was least precise in case of MISC (0.558) adjectives. F-measures indicate that it is easier for SMO algorithm to classify AFF adjectives than MISC and JUD adjectives.
The confusion matrix (Table 6 ) shows that AFF (e.g., cheerful, disappointing, fascinated) and JUD (e.g., dishonest, inventive) adjectives were predominantly incorrectly predicted as MISC adjectives, while MISC adjectives (e.g., compliant, erratic, respectable) were mostly confused with JUD ones. This is due to the fact that the MISC class in the data set includes adjectives that are annotated by multiple labels (AFF-APP, AFF-JUD, JUD-APP, AFF-JUD-APP) and may express affect or judgment depending on the context. Interesting observation is that AFF and JUD adjectives were rarely confused: only 10 percent of AFF adjectives were incorrectly labeled as JUD (e.g., gladdened, phobic), while about 6.8 percent of JUD adjectives were confused with AFF ones (e.g., feisty, grouchy, light-headed), thus demonstrating that PMI and MPL based features proposed in our work are good enough in characterizing these categories of adjectives.
ESTIMATION OF APPRAISAL POTENTIAL
The next stage of the proposed method is to estimate the potentials of MISC adjectives to express affect, judgment, and appreciation. The schematic representation of the algorithm for appraisal potential estimation is shown in Fig. 3 .
The algorithm starts with the collection of sentences for each MISC word from online ABBYY Lingvo.Pro dictionary (http://lingvopro.abbyyonline.com/en). This dictionary allows access to unique online storage of sentences taken from real texts of different genres and language styles (classic and modern literature, websites, technical publications, and legal documents) with the purpose to demonstrate typical uses of word. To restrict the number of example sentences extracted for each MISC adjective, the upper limit was set to 75 sentences.
Given 576 MISC adjectives, the algorithm collected 16,217 sentences. About 78 percent of all MISC adjectives were productive, resulting in at least one example sentence. The average number of sentences per productive word is about 36. The percent distribution of productive words is as follows: low-productive adjectives (from 1 to 25 sentences)-51.1 percent, including truthful, inhumane; mediumproductive adjectives (from 26 to 50 sentences)--11.3 percent, including gorgeous, irrational; and highly productive adjectives (from 51 to 75 sentences)--37.6 percent, including successful, difficult, etc. The analysis of non-productive adjectives (for example, glamourous, ill-proportioned, uninspiring) that did not yield any example sentence revealed that about 57 percent of them are hyphenated compound adjectives (for comparison, such adjectives occur only in 13 percent of productive ones). To collect example sentences for MISC adjectives that turned out non-productive in the online ABBYY Lingvo.Pro dictionary, the algorithm may employ other online sources (for example, news, forums, blogs, etc.); however, this is out of scope of this work.
Then, Connexor Machinese Syntax parser (Connexor Oy. http://www.connexor.eu/technology/machinese/) is applied to each sentence in order to get lemmas, syntactic relations, dependencies, syntactic and morphological information.
Using the parser output, the method then extracts phrases that include the corresponding adjective. Some examples of sentences that contain MISC adjective beautiful are demonstrated in Table 7 .
Three types of annotations are considered in the stage of phrase analysis (example annotations are given in Table 7 ): In addition to morphological tags, high-level concepts of nouns are automatically extracted from Word-Net based on the analysis of bottom-up sequence of hypernymic semantic relations. The hierarchy of highlevel concepts used in our approach is given in Table 8 . For example, musician is related to high-level concept PERSON, virtuosity-to SKILL, and contest-to EVENT.
For further annotations the algorithm employs Stanford Named Entity Recognizer [34] to detect named entities related to PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and LOCATION.
Next stage is to determine attitude label for the MISC adjective depending on phrase context. The algorithm (1) analyses the morphological tags, high-level concepts, and named entities in the phrase, (2) applies rules depending on these features, and (3) makes decision about attitude label. For example, beautiful expresses affect in the context of my beautiful feelings, judgment in case of beautiful young Indian, and appreciation in the phrase his beautiful city.
The attitude label rules were developed in accordance with the definitions of affect, judgment, and appreciation given in the appraisal theory [4] (details are given in Section 3).
The features related to AFF, JUD and APP are listed below (as distinct from our previous work [35] , there are no common features for AFF and JUD at the stage of MISC adjectives analysis). After all collected sentences were labeled by attitude types, the appraisal potentials of productive MISC adjectives were estimated. The potentials of a word to express affect, judgment, and appreciation were calculated based on the number of sentences related to each type of attitude using Equations (3) 
where word stands for an adjective; N aff ; N jud , and N appnumber of sentences, where word conveys affect, judgment, and appreciation, correspondingly. The examples of appraisal potentials calculated for adjectives are given in Table 9 . 
EVALUATION OF APPRAISAL POTENTIALS
For the evaluation of appraisal potentials calculated by our algorithm, we created a gold standard data set based on 56 MISC adjectives and corresponding 1,019 sentences. The average number of sentences per word in this data set is about 24. One human annotator was given an instruction to read each sentence, to extract a phrase with corresponding word, and to assign one of the attitude labels (AFF, JUD, or APP) to it, taking into account contextual attitude expressed by the given adjective. For highly subjective task of attitude classification we employed the annotator who had expert knowledge on distinct ways of linguistic realizations of three attitude types described in [4] . To distinguish among affect, judgment, and appreciation, the annotator analysed the grammatical frames suggested in the theory (see Section 3 for details) and the nature of the source and target of evaluation. After the annotation task was complete, the attitude potentials were calculated for each word. 1 The accuracy of phrase labeling by our algorithm was measured in terms of precision, recall, and F-score. The detailed results are given in Table 10 .
As seen from the obtained results, our rule-based algorithm for analysis of contextual attitude by considering morphological tags, high-level concepts, and named entities performed with 75.3 percent accuracy. The level of precision is similar for all three labels (from 0.746 to 0.769), while the values of recall indicate significant differences (the highest recall in case of APP-0.908, and the lowest recall in case of AFF label-0.244).
It is important to emphasize that the performance of our method depends on many aspects, including the accuracy of the syntactic and dependency parser, appropriateness of the extracted phrases, accuracy in assigning the high-level concepts, and performance of the named entity recognizer. Based on the phrases extracted by the human annotator, we evaluated the appropriateness of the phrases extracted by our algorithm. In each pair of phrases, the number of words was calculated (namely, number of gold standard tokens and number of automatically extracted tokens). Then, the number of words correctly extracted by our algorithm was found, and we calculated precision, recall, and F-score for each automatically extracted phrase. The results averaged over all the phrases are given in Table 11 .
Evaluation of attitude potentials of words was based on Pearson measure of correlation between the algorithm scores and the gold standard scores, averaged over all the words in the evaluation data set. The average Pearson's correlation coefficient (r ¼ 0:74Þ showed strong positive relationship. In addition, we report mean square error (MSE) calculated for appraisal potential values: MSE (affect potential) ¼ 0.013; MSE (judgment potential) ¼ 0:021; and MSE (appreciation potential) ¼ 0:037.
With the aim to compare the proposed method with the method introduced by Taboada and Grieve [5] , we reimplemented the algorithm from previous work and applied it to the evaluation data set. Using Equation (6) and BING search engine, the mutual information between the adjective and the pronoun-copula pairs I was, (Affect); he was, (Judgment); and it was, (Appreciation) were calculated. We used BING search engine instead of AltaVista that was employed in [5] , since AltaVista service had been recently shut down MIðP RO was; AÞ ¼ log 2 hitsðP RO was AÞ hitsðP RO wasÞ Â hitsðAÞ ; (6) where PRO stands for one of the pronouns: 'I', 'he', or 'it'; and A stands for one of the adjectives. The adjective's appraisal potential was calculated using Equations (7)-(9): Affect P otential ðwordÞ ¼ MIðI was; AÞ MIðI was; AÞ þ MIðhe was; AÞ þ MIðit was; AÞ ;
Judgment P otential ðwordÞ ¼ MIðhe was; AÞ MIðI was; AÞ þ MIðhe was; AÞ þ MIðit was; AÞ ;
Appreciation P otential ðwordÞ ¼ MIðit was; AÞ MIðI was; AÞ þ MIðhe was; AÞ þ MIðit was; AÞ :
After calculating the appraisal potentials by the method from related work [5] , we found that for all adjectives the distributions of affect, judgment, and appreciation potentials showed almost equal proportions, with values ranging from 0.29 to 0.37. For example, the corresponding potentials for the adjective advantageous are 0.34, 0.35, and 0.31 (for comparison with our algorithm, see Table 9 ). The calculation of average Pearson's correlation coefficient with the gold standard scores revealed moderate negative relationship (r ¼ À0.37). MSEs calculated for Affect, Judgment, and Appreciation Potential values (0.083, 0.059, and 0.123, respectively) are higher than MSEs reported above for our algorithm.
EXPERIMENT WITH APPRAISAL LEXICON FROM RELATED WORK
We evaluated our two-stage algorithm on appraisal lexicon developed by Whitelaw et al. [36] and improved by Bloom et al. [12] . This lexicon was constructed using a semi-automated technique: (1) first, a core lexicon was created by manually extracting example words given in [4] and [37] ; (2) then, candidate expansions for each seed term from the core lexicon were generated based on synonymy relation in WordNet and two online thesauri;
(3) and finally, manual selection of candidates was performed. This lexicon was accessed using the link taken from [12] , During the first stage, the adjectives were classified into AFF, JUD, and MISC classes by the SMO algorithm that proved to be more accurate than other algorithms employed in our experiments.
The detailed accuracy of SMO in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure is given in Table 12 .
The highest level of precision is observed in case of adjectives related to JUD (0.757), while the lowest-in classifying AFF adjectives (0.396). The best accuracy in terms of F-measure was obtained for MISC adjectives (0.629).
During the second stage, the performance of our algorithm that calculates potentials of adjectives to convey different attitude types was evaluated on 646 MISC adjectives from the appraisal lexicon. From the experimental lexicon we removed 34 adjectives that did not result in at least one sentence at the step of collecting sample sentences.
As MISC entries in the appraisal lexicon do not contain numeric values for attitude potentials, the evaluation was performed using agreement on labels. The rule for defining attitude labels based on potentials calculated by our algorithm is as follows: if the numerical value for potential of affect, or judgment, or appreciation is higher than or equal to some threshold, then corresponding label is considered, otherwise, it is ignored. For example, the label for adjective cheap (Affect Potential ¼ 0.0; Judgment Potential ¼ 0.18; Appreciation Potential ¼ 0.82) is APP in case the threshold equals to 0.2.
Agreement between labels assigned by our algorithm and labels from the appraisal lexicon was measured for each adjective using four degrees of matching: Table 13 contains the results of evaluation, namely, the percent distribution of MISC adjectives according to four degrees of agreement on labels, where labels are defined by our algorithm based on potentials and different values of threshold. These results are visualized in Fig. 4 . As seen from the obtained results, the highest complete agreement (78.27 percent), with additional partial agreements in 14.87 percent, is achieved if the threshold value equals to 0.5.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
In this section we report the results of comparison of our two-stage method with Taboada and Grieve [5] method. As the researchers now do not have complete list of fifty adjectives that were analysed in [5] , we decided to 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel method for analysing sentiment word relations with three attitude types, namely affect, judgment, and appreciation. We emphasized the importance of recognition of context-dependent attitudes conveyed by adjectives of ambiguous attitude type. With the aim to find machine learning algorithm classifying attitude adjectives into affect, judgment, and miscellaneous classes with high accuracy, we created a data set (1,500 attitude-annotated adjectives) and conducted a series of experiments with the following algorithms: Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, and Support Vector classifier. In our experiments we employed three feature sets comprising of 88 features. The evaluation revealed that the classification algorithms benefited from consideration of all groups of features, and the support vector classifier significantly outperformed other algorithms (with about 62 percent accuracy). The classifier achieved the highest level of precision in classifying adjectives related to affect (0.748), while it was least precise in case of miscellaneous (0.558) adjectives. The appraisal potentials of miscellaneous adjectives to convey affect, judgment, and appreciation were estimated based on a novel algorithm analysing contextual attitudes expressed by each word in a set of sentences. Our rule-based algorithm for defining contextual attitude of a miscellaneous adjective by considering morphological tags, high-level concepts, and named entities performed with 75.3 percent accuracy. Evaluation of appraisal potentials showed promising results (the Pearson's correlation coefficient revealed strong positive relationship between the algorithm scores and the gold standard scores).
In the paper, the results of performance of our two-stage algorithm on different appraisal lexicon from related work (1,401 adjectives) are also reported.
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